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A dc superconducting-transformer circuit is used to investigate the features of the current-voltage
characteristics(CVC)of thin aluminum films of width W>R,. It is shown that in contrast to narrow channels,
where phase-slippage centers are realized, the steplike structure of the CVC results in this case from the
inhomogeneous entry of the vortex strings.

PACS numbers: 73.60.Dt, 73.60.Ka, 74.70.Gj

The inhomogeneous current s t a t e realized in thin
(d< 5 ) and wide (W > A,) superconducting films was investigated in most cases by analyzing their currentvoltage characteristic (cvc).'-~ Even though the CVC
reflect the dynamics of the transition of the superconductor into the resistive state under the influence of the
current, the transition mechanism cannot always be uniquely interpreted on the basis of these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c ~ .
Thus, the qualitatively s i m i l a r structures of the CVC
f o r narrow and wide (in the scale of A , ) films is described by essentially different mechanisms. In the
former c a s e the steplike CVC dependence is due to the
onset of the phase slippage centers,5s6and in the later
it is due to inhomogeneous c u r r e n t flow and the possibility of entry of vortices a t the location of edge defects
of the ample.^-^ In addition, the formation of the CVC
is attributed in Ref. 1 to thermal processes that develop under the influence of the transport current.
We present and discuss h e r e the results of experiments performed on sandwich structures consisting of
two granulated aluminum films (average g r a i n dimension
-5 x lo-' cm) separated by an SiO layer of thickness
d i 1x lo-' cm. The lower film (film 1) had a width
W,=0.3 c m , a thickness dl = 3 x
c m , a length between the potential ends L, =0.6 c m , and a resistance
R2, =10 52. The dimensions and resistance of the upper
film (Fig.2) were d, = 6 x
c m , L, =0.6 c m , W,
=0.1 cm and R2, =2-5 52. The samples w e r e evaporated
on glass substrates in an oxygen atmosphere a t P =
Torr. The aluminum films prepared by this technique
had a critical superconducting-transition temperature
T, = 1.85-1.9 K, 5 = 5 X
cm, and a Ginzburg-Landau
parameter x=8-10. The arrangement of the current
and potential contacts is shown in the inset of Fig. l(b).
A specimen having this s t r u c t u r e comprises a dc
superconducting transformer7 whose operating principle
is based on the joint motion of the vortices of both
films. The fluxoids in t h e f i r s t and second films a r e
coupled by magnetic fields that penetrate through the dielectric liner of the sandwich, and the vortices of
like polarity attract (i.e., tend to make their c o r e s congruent), while those of unlike polarity repel. Any motion of the vortices in the lower film under the influence
of the transport c u r r e n t I, causes the vortices to drag
fluxoids in the upper film, on which there appears an
induction emf V2 = &p,n&/c
(c i s the speed of light,
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cp, is the magnetic-flux quantum, and tl, and
a r e the
vortex density and velocity in the film). The amplitude
and contour of this signal allow us to draw conclusions
concerning the c h a r a c t e r of the distribution of the vortex
s t r u c t u r e s of the films. Thus, the employed procedure
of investigating the transition of a thin film from the
superconducting into the resistive s t a t e under the influence of a transport c u r r e n t makes i t possible to separate
in the CVC of the investigated film the mechanisms
connected with the transport of the flux quanta.

The experiments were performed in a cryostat
shielded against external magnetic fields. The currentvoltage characteristics, plotted a t T/TC=0.7-0.8, have
shown for the lower films the presence of a critical
c u r r e n t I, and of a large number of voltage steps in the
resistive region [see Fig. l(a)]. The smallest height of
the steps was 200 pV, and the largest s t e p s were multiples of the smallest. Extrapolation of the linear sections
of the CVC t o the c u r r e n t axis has shown that a l l l i e on
straight lines drawn from the point corresponding to the
critical c u r r e n t , and have a differential resistance that
is a multiple of a certain constant value R p . Simultaneously with the CVC we registered the drag signal V,,
which was plotted as a function of the bias voltage on
the lower electrode V, [ ~ i g l(b)].
.
The voltage V, (Vl)
appeared when the measuring c u r r e n t I, was made to
flow and reversed sign when the direction of I, changed.
The effect did not appear when the films w e r e in the
normal state, and was independent of the electric field
-lo5 ~ / c mapplied to the sandwich. The drag signal was
observed in the entire resistive region of the CVC and
decreased monotonically when the curve reached the
normal state. The V, (Vl) revealed s m a l l singularities
in the region of the large CVC steps. The presence of
the drag signal is evidence of a substantial contribution
of the vortices to the formation of the resistive region
of the CVC of the investigated film.
To determine the connection of the drag-signal amplitude and profile with the character of the vortex s t r u c t u r e s in the films, we shall analyze their equations of
motion
d,q,X',=I,.(p,/W,c-kF(X,-X,) -F,',
(1)
~ , v : X ' ~ = F ( X , - X , )-FzC, k=a, W21alW,;
Xl and X, a r e the coordinates of the vortex lattices. I t
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FIG. 1. a) Current-voltage characteristic of film 1. The inset
shows the initial section of the CVC; T=1.72 K. b) Dragsignal voltage V2(V1) and construction of the dc superconducting
transformer. The arrows mark the step on the CVC (a) and
the corresponding singularity in the drag signal Vz(V,) @).
is assumed here that the lattices a r e ideal and have
periods a, and 4 in the direction perpendicular to the
transport current I,; vl and q, a r e the viscosity coef ficients in the f i r s t and second films, f l and F: a r e the
averaged volume and surface pinning forces, and F is
the pinning force between the fluxoids in the sandwich.

The form of the function F depends on the unknown
parameters of the vortex lattices in films and on their
symmetry. However, Eq. (1) leads to a number of gene r a l conclusions concerning the drag-signal profile. It
follows from them that the vortex velocities Xland &
in the films a r e equal if

In this case they a r e "rigidly" pinned to each other and
move together in the f i r s t and second films up to a volton~the
/ ~ f i r s t film (here F ,
age V, = V , , = ~ , ~ , L ~ X
=max{~(x)}),after which the vortex structures in the
film begin to "slip" relative to each other and the drag
signal should decrease in the general case like I,-' and
Vl-'. If the vortex-density distribution is the same in
the films, the voltages V, and V2 should be equal up to
values Vl c V,,. This is satisfied, for example, if the
entering current is uniform, o r in external magnetic
fields for films with d>> 5 (Refs. 7 and 8). In our experiments, however, the plot of V2(v1) differs qualitatively from the curves calculated for a homogeneous
distribution of the fluxoids in the film.g
The profile of the signal V,(Vl) and the CVC of the
investigated samples'is incontrovertibly explained by
model in which the transition from the superconducting
into the resistive state under the influence of the current is the result of formation of vortex strings. Each
string constitutes a chain of moving vortices that appear
in different sections of the film a s the measuring current overcomes the entrance b a r r i e r s for the vortices
in a given place in the sample. Thus, the CVC of the
investigated films is an integral characteristic of a
large number of vortex chains in which the fluxoids
move under the influence of a Lorentz force perpendicul a r to the transport current. The formation of individual strings gives r i s e to small (of the order of the en735
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ergy gap of the superconductor) voltage jumps; larger
voltage steps appear a s a result of simultaneous inrush
of a considerable number of strings at close values of
the entry currents. The number n of the strings is de-Ic), where RF
termined from the relation n = V,/R,,(Z,,
is due entirely to the vortex motion, and I , and V, a r e
the current and voltage of the n-th string. The experimental conditions a r e chosen such that the normal component of the magnetic field due to the measuring current is minimal for the upper film [see the inset of
Fig. l(b)]. In this case the vortices in the upper narrow
electrode a r e due mainly to the magnetic flux produced
by the vortex structure of the wide film. In the absence
of a transport current they a r e uniformly distributed,
despite the sharply inhomogeneous character of the distribution of the vortices in the film 1. This is also indicated by the experimentally obtained ratio v2/V1 = lo-'
a s Vl- 0. The large difference between the parameters
of the vortex structures of the upper and lower films explains the low value of the observed drag signal V2.
It follows from the experimental curves that the differential resistance of the CVC sections in the gaps between the steps is a multiple of the dc resistance R,, of
the strings. As new strings enter, the voltage on the
film becomes uniformly redistributed among them.
Therefore the contribution to the voltage Vl from each
string will decrease with increasing Vl more slowly than
v1-l; a t the same time, addition of new strings increases
the density of the fluxoids in the upper film, and it is
this which leads to the monotonic growth of V2. As a
result, the dragging signal V2(Vl) changes little on-the
linear sections of the CVC. From the expression X,
= a , c ~ ~ ~ ~ a/ tc RF
p , =O. 1 52, I , = 2 mA, and the distance
between the vortices in the string. a,= :5 =
cm we find
that their velocity in the strings X, = lo6 cm/sec >> k,
= 2 x lo4 cm/sec, where X,,, is the maximum possible
velocity of the joint motion of the vortices, calculated
from the expression for F , (Ref. 9) and from the usual
value 3f the viscosity coefficient of Abrikosov vortices.
x,, the vortices in the strings would be unable
At kl>>
to capture firmly the fluxoids in the upper film, and the
dragging voltage from each string (v2/n) would be
smaller than that observed by two orders of magnitude.
This contradiction is resolved, if, following Larkin
and Ovchinnik~v,'~
it is assumed that the viscosity coefficient q2 depends substantially pn the vortex velocity
and decreases considerably a t 4 > X,, where % is the

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristic of aluminum film at
T ~1.71K. The inset shows the dependence of the secondsound signal amplitude in He I1 on the coordinate L along the
aluminum film. The arrow indicates the region of the bias
voltage on the film, at which the measurements on secondsound generation in helium were performed.
D'yachenko et ab
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critical velocity a t which the viscous-friction force is
maximal. The value of X, calculated from the equations
of Ref. 10 is for our specimens 5 x 102 cm/sec < x,,
i.e., the maximum viscous-friction force is much l e s s
than the vortex pinning force. Their joint motion is then
possible a t velocities that exceed X ,
An alternative mechanism, which interprets the stepwise structure of the CVC on the basis of thermal
phenomena,' does not explain the observed d r a g effect,
which is due entirely to the joint motion of the vortices
in the films. I t is possible also to interpret the CVC
structure of the investigated aluminum films a s being
due to local superheating processes determined by the
dissipative motion of the vortices in the weak spots of
the specimen. To check on this possibility we mapped
the topography of the thermal regions along the film
with the aid of experiments on generation of second
sound in He I1 by the investigated specimens. In this
investigation we attempted to observe sections where
the dissipative processes a r e localized. The secondsound receiver was an aluminum film 0.1 mm wide and
3 mm long, serving a s the second-sound sensitive element a t working currents higher than critical. The
receiver was placed a t a distance 3 m m from the investigated sample and could be displaced along i t with a
micrometer screw. The measurements w e r e performed
on the linear sections of the CVC between the voltage
s t e p s (Fig. 2). The transport c u r r e n t of the investigated
film was modulated by pulses a t a repetition frequency
1 0 kHz and with a n amplitude that did not distort substantially the shape of the current-voltage characteristic. The film generated second sound which was registered by the receiver and was fed to the input of an
amplifier. The dependence of the second-sound amplitude on the coordinate is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
Similar dependences were observed also on o t h e r s e c tions of the CVC. The results of this experiment offer
unambiguous evidence of the absence of a clearly pro-
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nounced localized heat-release section. This indicates
that the energy dissipation from the vortex strings is
approximately uniform over the length of the film under
the experimental conditions.
Thus, the investigation shows that the, destruction of
the superconductivity of granulated aluminum films by
c u r r e n t a t T <T, proceeds via formation of a large numb e r of vortex strings. The period of the vortex struct u r e in the strings is much s m a l l e r than the distance
between the strings, i.e., the fluxoids in the films a r e
distributed quite inhomogeneously and their velocity
exceeds greatly the critical value a t which the viscousfriction force d e c r e a s e s substantially.
In conclusion, we a r e grateful to V. M. Svistunov f o r
posing the problem and f o r a discussion of the results.
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